The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Dentistry
DMD (218.5 cr.) – credit weight revision to three required courses, title change to one required course, required courses added, required-course credits increased, program credit weight increased. Rationale: Updates to courses.

Faculty of Education
B.Ed. in Secondary Science and Technology (120 cr.) – a complementary course deleted and number of credits to be chosen from that group revised. Rationale: The course removed is only available to students on a case-by-case basis.

Faculty of Engineering

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies –These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS

Faculty of Medicine
M.Sc. in Public Health; Non-Thesis – Population Dynamics (60 cr.) – credit weight revision to one required course, required courses added, complementary courses added. Rationale: Updates to courses.

Faculty of Science
B.Sc.; Joint Major in Biology and Mathematics (76 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added. Rationale: Increase complementary courses in certain subjects and updates to courses. ES comments/corrections: Delete “BINF” under the Complementary Courses heading.

B.Sc.; Major in Biology; Quantitative Biology (73 cr.) – description, required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES comments/corrections: Revise added complementary courses in the “400-level or above” group to more clearly list courses – perhaps indicate a note under the heading that states: *students choose either both BIOL 596 and BIOL 597, or BIOL 598.

B.Sc.; Honours in Biology; Quantitative Biology (79 cr.) – description, required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES comments/corrections: Revise added complementary courses in the “400-level or above” group to more clearly list courses – perhaps indicate a note under the heading that states: *students choose either both BIOL 596 and BIOL 597, or BIOL 598.

Retirements

Faculty of Arts
B.A.; Concentration mineure en langue et littérature françaises; critique littéraire (18 cr.). Rationale: Low enrolment;
B.A.; Minor Concentration in German Literature (18 cr.). Rationale: Due to revisions made to other German programs, this program is no longer needed;
B.A.; Major Concentration in Contemporary German Studies (36 cr.). Rationale: Due to revisions made to other German programs, this program is no longer needed.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies/Schulich School of Music –These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS

Graduate Diploma in Professional Performance (30 cr.). Rationale: Title change – see new title in the SCTP Minutes of November 12, 2015.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts
GERM 332 Topics 18th C German Lit & Cul (3 cr.) [PRN 9678]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
Faculty of Arts [continued]
GERM 333 What is Enlightenment? (3 cr.) [PRN 8844]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 335 Science and Literature (3 cr.) [PRN 8845]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 337 Literature and Revolution (3 cr.) [PRN 8846]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 340 Romanticism (3 cr.) [PRN 8847]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 344 Realism (3 cr.) [PRN 9679]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 348 Nature and Ecopoetics (3 cr.) [PRN 8848]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 350 Modernism and the Avant-Garde (3 cr.) [PRN 8849]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 351 Vienna and Berlin (3 cr.) [PRN 9680]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 366 Lyric (3 cr.) [PRN 9681]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 371 German Cinema (3 cr.) [PRN 9682]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 372 Topics in German Cinema (3 cr.) [PRN 8850]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 375 German Media Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 8851]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 379 German Visual Culture (3 cr.) [PRN 8852]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 381 Topics in German Thought (3 cr.) [PRN 9683]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 385 Critical Theory (3 cr.) [PRN 8854]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 388 Post-Wall Culture (3 cr.) [PRN 8855]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 390 Topics in 21C German Lit & Cul (3 cr.) [PRN 8856]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 401 Advanced Topics German Lit&Cul (3 cr.) [PRN 9684]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
ISLA 499 WI&MES Internship (3 cr.) [PRN 9849]. Affected programs indicated. ES comments/corrections: ES suggests to revise course activities/schedule type to indicate 3 hrs/wk for 13 weeks, as this is the time students will spend on writing report that is the basis of the course; revise restriction to read “… of the student’s tenure (minimum 150 hours)…”;
ISLA 582 Special Topics 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9798];
CLAS 222 Introductory Ancient Greek 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9774]. Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 410 Advanced Latin: Authors (3 cr.) [PRN 9777]. Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 420 Advanced Ancient Greek: Author (3 cr.) [PRN 9780]. Affected programs indicated.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New [continued]

Faculty of Dentistry

DENT 113D1/D2 Commun Oral Health Services 1 (0.5 cr.) [PRN 10442]. Affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Official course title revised to include word indicated in Calendar title;

DENT 213D1/D2 Commun Oral Health Services 2 (0.5 cr.) [PRN 10443]. Affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Official course title revised to include word indicated in Calendar title;

DENT 313D1/D2 Commun Oral Health Services 3 (1 cr.) [PRN 10444]. Affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Official course title revised to include word indicated in Calendar title;


Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies –These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS

MUIN 500 Practical Instruction 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 10070]. ES comments/corrections: Correct Administering faculty/Unit to indicate “Music”, as 500-level courses are not graduate level;

MUIN 710 Grad Artist Diploma Tutorial 1 (8 cr.) [PRN 9960]. ES comments/corrections: Title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”;

MUIN 711 Grad Artist Diploma Tutorial 2 (8 cr.) [PRN 9961]. ES comments/corrections: Title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”;

MUPG 740 Grad Art Dip Performance Proj1 (4 cr.) [PRN 9967]. ES comments/corrections: Verification needed as to why the 4-credit course indicated as 0 hrs/week of “Practical Examination”; title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”;

MUPG 741 Grad Art Dip Performance Proj2 (4 cr.) [PRN 9962]. ES comments/corrections: Verification needed as to why the 4-credit course indicated as 0 hrs/week of “Practical Examination”; title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”;

MUPG 742, 742D1/D2 Grad Art Dip Performance Proj3 (8 cr.) [PRN 9963]. ES comments/corrections: Verification needed as to why the 8-credit course indicated as 0 hrs/week of “Practical Examination”; title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”;

MUPG 743 Grad Art Dip Interdisc. Proj (4 cr.) [PRN 9964]. ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviation revised and title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”; verification needed as to why the 4-credit course is indicated as 0 hrs/week of “Practical Examination”;

MUPG 744 Grad Art. Dip Concerto Perform (4 cr.) [PRN 9965]. ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviation revised and title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”; verification needed as to why the 4-credit course indicated as 0 hrs/week of “Practical Examination”;

MUPG 745 Grad Art Dip Recording Project (4 cr.) [PRN 9966]. ES comments/corrections: Verification needed as to why the other project courses do not indicate Course Activity as “Project” and have hrs/wk indicated as this course does; title revised by SCTP to include “Graduate”;

NUTR 626 Writing for Dietetics Practice (3 cr.) [PRN 10080];

Desautels Faculty of Management

MGPO 430 Practic:Not-for-Profit Consult (3 cr.).

Faculty of Medicine

FMED 525 Foundations of Translation Sci (3 cr.) [PRN 10546]. Affected program indicated; ES comments/corrections: Official title revised to include omitted word in Calendar title and “Foundation” should read plural.

Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

ANSC 312 Animal Health and Disease (3 cr.) – prerequisites;

BREE 529 GIS for Natural Resource Mgmt (3 cr.) [PRN 10160] – number, restriction, supplementary info; affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: include affected course ENVB 530 within rationale;

ENVB 529 GIS for Natural Resource Mgmt (3 cr.) [PRN 10161] – number, restriction; affected programs indicated.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions

Faculty of Arts
ITAL 361 Modern Italian Literature (3 cr.) [PRN 10541] – title, description;
ITAL 380 Italian Realisms (3 cr.) [PRN 10583] – title, description;
HIST 357 Cultural Diversity in Canada (3 cr.) [PRN 10491] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction;
HIST 370 Topics: Cdn Political History (3 cr.) [PRN 10463] – description, supplementary info;
HIST 397 Canada: Ethnicity, Migration (3 cr.) [PRN 10492] – prerequisites;
HIST 452 Topics in Pre-Modern Medicine (3 cr.) [PRN 10474] – title, description, supplementary info, slot status; ES comments/corrections: Revise new supplementary information to read “Priority … registered in the Minor in Social Studies of Medicine”;
HIST 599D1/D2 Honours Tutorial (6 cr.) – number, title, description, prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info; ES comments/corrections: No credit weight change; total number of weeks revised to 26;
GERM 360 German Drama (3 cr.) [PRN 8831] – title, description, prerequisites; ES comments/corrections: Should the description read “… tradition in Germany?”; revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 364 Gender&Society –German Lit&Cul (3 cr.) [PRN 8834] – title, prerequisites, supplementary info; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 365 Modern Short Fiction (3 cr.) [PRN 8836] – title, description, prerequisites, supplementary info; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
GERM 369 The German Novel (3 cr.) [PRN 8839] – title, description, prerequisites, supplementary info; ES comments/corrections: Revise effective term to “201601”;
CLAS 210 Introductory Latin 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 9771] – credit weight, description, prerequisites;
CLAS 212 Introductory Latin 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9772] – description, prerequisites, restriction;
CLAS 220 Introductory Ancient Greek 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 9773] – credit weight, title, description, prerequisites, restriction;
ES comments/corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not … 220D1/D2 prior to September 2016”;
CLAS 312 Intermediate Latin 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9775] – title, description, prerequisites;
CLAS 322 Intermediate Ancient Greek 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9776] – title, description, prerequisites; ES comments/corrections: Should a restriction be indicated that reads “Not open to students who have taken
CLAS 220D1/D2 prior to September 2016”?
CLAS 348 Topics: Classical Archaeology (3 cr.) [PRN 10470] – title, description, prerequisites, supplementary info, slot status; ES comments/corrections: Revise rationale to read “The … shift the subject of this …”;
CLAS 412 Advanced Latin: Themes (3 cr.) [PRN 9778] – schedule type/course activity, title, description, prerequisites, supplementary info, slot status;
CLAS 422 Advanced Ancient Greek: Themes (3 cr.) [PRN 9783] – schedule type/course activity, title, description, prerequisites, supplementary info, slot status;
CLAS 500 Classics Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 9785] – number, restriction, supplementary info; ES comments/corrections: Should the supplementary info be revised to read “This … course. Advanced reading knowledge …”? School of Continuing Studies
CCCS 300 Programming Techniques 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10489] – corequisites, Continuing Studies Admin Unit indicated; ES comments/corrections: Students already registered in 201601 for this course will not be affected;
CCCS 321 Operating Systems Admin (3 cr.) [PRN 10499] – corequisites;

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 101J1/J2/J3 Dentistry Apprenticeship 1 (5.5 cr.) [PRN 10446] – credit weight. Affected program revised;
DENT 201 Dentistry Apprenticeship 2 (0.5 cr.) [PRN 10447] – credit weight, description. Affected program revised;
DENT 413 Commun Oral Health Services 4 (1 cr.) [PRN 10445] – credit weight, title, restrictions. Affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Transcript title revised to include word indicated in Calendar title

Faculty of Education
EDSL 515 Etude de la lan fr pour les en (3 cr.) [PRN 10315] – prerequisites; ES comments/corrections: Students currently registered in this course for 201601 will not be affected by this change:
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Education [continued]
EDSL 544 Didac du fran en cont immersif (3 cr.) [PRN 10316] – prerequisites; ES comments/corrections: Students currently registered in this course for 201601 will not be affected by this change;
EDSL 545 Fond pédagog de l’immersion (3 cr.) [PRN 10317] – prerequisites; ES comments/corrections: Students currently registered in this course for 201601 will not be affected by this change;
EDTL 525 Teaching Science & Technology (3 cr.) [PRN 10314] – prerequisites.

Faculty of Engineering
CHEE 474 Biochemical Engineering (3 cr.) [PRN 9970] – prerequisites.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies – These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS
BIOC 603 Genomics and Gene Expression (3 cr.) [PRN 10180] – description;
BIOC 670 Biochemistry of Lipoproteins (3 cr.) [PRN 10250] – number, administering faculty, prerequisites, restriction;
ES comments/corrections: Indicate six affected graduate programs; either revise effective date to 201609 or the two registered students in existing course will need to be removed from 570 for 201601 and they will need to re-register in 670 for 201601 – confirm what will be done; revise restriction to read “Open to graduate students only. Not…”
NEUR 696, 696D1/D2, 697N1/N2 Master’s Thesis Research (6 cr.) [PRN 10150] – title;
NEUR 697, 697D1/D2, 697N1/N2 Master’s Thesis Proposal (9 cr.) [PRN 10589] – title;
MUIN 600 Grad. Dip. Vocal Coaching 1 (2 cr.) [PRN 9968] – schedule type/course activity, title, restriction;
MUIN 634 Graduate Diploma Tutorial 1 (8 cr.) [PRN 9951] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 635 Graduate Diploma Tutorial 2 (8 cr.) [PRN 9952] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 636 Graduate Diploma Tutorial 3 (8 cr.) [PRN 9953] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 637 Graduate Diploma Tutorial 4 (8 cr.) [PRN 9954] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 638 Graduate Diploma Tutorial 5 (8 cr.) [PRN 9955] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 639 Graduate Diploma Tutorial 6 (8 cr.) [PRN 9956] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 640 Grad. Dip. Vocal Coaching 2 (2 cr.) [PRN 9957] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 641 Grad. Dip. Perf. Project 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 9953] – credit weight, title, description, restriction, supplementary info; affected program revised;
MUIN 642 Grad. Dip. Perf. Project 3 (8 cr.) – credit weight, title, description, supplementary info; affected program revised;
MUIN 643 Grad. Dip. Inderdisc. Project (4 cr.) [PRN 10045] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 644 Grad. Dip. Concerto Performance (4 cr.) [PRN 9957] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; affected program revised;
MUIN 645 Grad. Dip. Recording Project (4 cr.) [PRN 9958] – credit weight, schedule type/course activity, title, description, restriction, supplementary info; affected program revised;

Faculty of Medicine
FMED 500D1/D2 Intro to Research & Schol Act (1 cr.) [PRN 10533] – schedule type/course activity, title, description, becoming a spanned course, becoming online format; ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviation revised; indicate “None” as revised Supplementary Calendar Info – empty box implies no change; as this is a required course in the affected program indicated, it cannot simply be removed via this course revision – a program revision proposal is needed, as other changes to the program will be needed. APPROVAL PENDING A PROGRAM REVISION PROPOSAL.

Faculty of Science
PHYS 102 Intro Physics – Electromagnetism (4 cr.) [PRN 10192] – description;
PHYS 131 Mechanics and Waves (4 cr.) [PRN 10193] – description, restriction; ES comments/corrections: Revise...
restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken or are taking PHYS 101 ...”

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
PHYS 142 Electromagnetism & Optics (4 cr.) [PRN 10194] – description, restriction; ES comments/corrections:
Revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken or are taking PHYS 102 ...”

Retirements
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
BREE 430 GIS for Natural Resource Mgmt (3 cr.) [PRN 10160]. See proposal for BREE 529;
ENVB 430 GIS for Natural Resource Mgmt (3 cr.) [PRN 10161]. See proposal for ENVB 529.

Faculty of Arts
HIST 231 Archaeology of Ancient World (3 cr.) [PRN 10468]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections:
As per rationale, has the CLAS version new course already been submitted for approval [is it CLAS 240]?
HIST 305 Ancient Mediterranean Warfare (3 cr.) [PRN 10467]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 330 The Ottoman Empire (3 cr.) [PRN 10480]. Affected program indicated;
HIST 372 The Low Countries: 14th-17 C (3 cr.) [PRN 10509]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 396 Disease in Africa Since 1960 (3 cr.) [PRN 10511]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 446 Russian Thought to 1825 (3 cr.) [PRN 10471]. Affected program indicated;
HIST 460 Milton in Myth and History (3 cr.) [PRN 10472]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 474 Hist of the GULAG 1918-1991 (3 cr.) [PRN 10473]. Affected program indicated;
HIST 490D1/D2 Honours Tutorial 1 (6 cr.). See proposal for HIST 599D1/D2;
HIST 491D1/D2 Honours Tutorial 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 10438]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections:
Revise last sentence in rationale to indicate “… tutorial is different and is offered/taken in different terms.”
ES noted that the Department needs to realize that no student can take two sections/topics in the same semester;
CLAS 210D1/D2 Introductory Latin 1 (6 cr.) [PRN 9771] – spanned version only;
CLAS 220D1/D2 Introductory Ancient Greek (6 cr.) [PRN 9773] – spanned version only;
CLAS 314 Intermediate Latin 2: Prose (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 324 Interim Ancient Greek 2: Poetry (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 411 Advanced Latin: Epic (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 412 Advanced Latin: Satire (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 413 Advanced Latin: Drama (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 414 Advanced Latin: History (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 415 Advanced Latin: Oratory (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 416 Advanced Latin: Philosophy (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 417 Advanced Latin: Documents (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 418 Advanced Latin: Special Topics (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 421 Advanced Ancient Greek: Epic (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 422 Advanced Ancient Greek: Drama (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 423 Advanced Ancient Greek: History (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 424 Advanced Ancient Greek: Philosophy (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 425 Advanced Ancient Greek: Spec Topics (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 441 Classics Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 9785]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for CLAS 500;
CLAS 515D1/D2 Latin Authors and Texts (6 cr.). Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 525D1/D2 Ancient Greek Authors & Texts (6 cr.). Affected programs indicated.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies – These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS
BIOC 570 Biochemistry of Lipoproteins (3 cr.) [PRN 10250]. See proposal for BIOC 670;
NEUR 695 Master’s Thesis Research 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10151]; ES comments/corrections: A section has been created for 201601 – this needs to be cancelled before course can be retired.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP